MATCH REPORT

BANBRIDGE HOCKEY CLUB

MATCH DETAILS
DATE
19/10/2019

RESULT

A

2019/20

TIME
1

9

NEWRY 2S

COMPETITION

13:00

JOSH MCADAM (1)

Banbridge Fourths travelled to local rivals Newry Seconds on Saturday 19th October for the final group match of the Junior 3
League Cup.
The Banbridge team consisted of Elliot Haw in goal; Harry Farson, Evan Calvert, David Morrison and Nigel Allister in defence;
John Scott, Mark Clydesdale, Ryan Jones and Ross Scott in midfield; Josh McAdam and Gavin Shields in attack. The
substitutes included Nathan Reid, Kian Bingham and Josh Holden. A special thanks goes to Daryl Barlow for umpiring.
The Banbridge defence was tested early on with the passing and movement of the Newry team. Nigel Allister and David
Morrison had to make some important challenges. Harry Farson and Evan Calvert provided a good wide outlet. Mark
Clydesdale and Ryan Jones linked up well in the centre of the pitch. Ryan Jones in particular made several dribbles past Newry
players throughout the game. The first quarter finished 0-0.
The second quarter saw Banbridge produce more threat in the final third of the pitch. Gavin Shields worked well with John Scott
to provide attacks down the left. Ross Scott held the ball up well to feed Josh McAdam. This Bann pressure led to the first goal
as the ball was played into the circle by Ryan Jones. Josh McAdam ran onto the ball and looped the ball past the diving Newry
goalkeeper to make it 1-0 to Banbridge. Newry responded and ramped up the pressure at the other end. They
unfortunately equalised with a high and hard shot so that the second quarter finished 1-1.
The third quarter was all Newry. They scored four goals and made life very difficult for the Banbridge team. Banbridge did have
chances. Kian Bingham was a threat when on the pitch. Nathan Reid had a couple of very good chances to score as well.
Josh Holden making his debut for the senior team worked hard at right back. The quarter finished 5-1 to Newry.
Banbridge tried to rally themselves for the start of the fourth quarter, however the match finished 9-1. Newry&#8217;s
experience shone through in the second half and Banbridge walked off the pitch knowing they will have to learn from their
second half performance. We look forward to the start of the league campaign next week.
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